WINGS OF DARKNESS
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Chapter One
“Back again, already?” Mrs Prettle, of Prettle's Employment Bureau, shook her
mauve rinsed head and looked disapproving. “Really, miss Chapel.”
“Not guilty this time,” Lucy protested, depositing her carrier bag of shopping on
the floor and resting thankfully in the chair before Mrs Prettle's desk. “I am a victim of
high finance, mergers and takeovers, skullduggery in the financial stratosphere.”
“You're out of work again,” Mrs Prettle said heavily.
“Redundant. if you please.”
“It amounts to the same thing.”
“True,” Lucy admitted, “but this time I am blameless and so exempt from one of
your little lectures. Aren't I?”
“You are also exempted from picking up a wage packet at the end of the week,”
Mrs Prettle said.
“Which is where you come in.” Lucy smiled disarmingly.
“No, I do not,” Mrs Prettle said firmly, pursing her thin lips, her slight, wiry
frame erect beneath the large, fluffy Angora cardigan. “I would remind you that I run an
agency for people who require employment; steady, permanent employment. I have no
time to spare for people who regard work as a sort of hobby, and jobs as something to be
collected, like postage stamps, or Victorian bric-a-brac.”
“I am the one who should be complaining: After all. you did provide me with a
job that, three weeks later, suddenly ceased to exist. I am the injured party!” Lucy
looked suitably aggrieved.
“Unfortunate." Mrs Prettle's expression proved that she did not share Lucy's
View point.
“To say the least!”
“But I daresay your past work record did nothing to convince your new
employers that you would be a loyal, long serving employee.”

“Mr Webster was made redundant as well,” Lucy informed her.
“Never!" Mrs Prettle looked shocked. “The poor man has worked there for
donkey's years.”
“I helped him move his plants from the office to his home. He was rather upset.”
“Why? Did you damage some of his plants?” Mrs Prettle looked aggressive.
“Upset about his job,” Lucy explained.
“I should think he is upset. And with very good reason. Redundancy is a fine
reward for the years of service he has given. A fine gentleman, Mr Webster. Many of my
girls have cause to be grateful for the help he has given. I must get in touch with him.”
Mrs Prettle scribbled a note on her desk pad to remind her of her intentions.
“And what about me?”
“Well,” Mrs Prettle looked slightly less disapproving, “perhaps you were the
victim of circumstance. This time.”
“So what have you got to offer me?”
“Nothing. You are about to become the victim for the second time, a victim of the
economical situation. Jobs are very scarce at the moment.”
“But I must have a job. And soon.”
“I take it that thrift is not numbered among your few virtues. I'm sorry, I am
afraid that my more dependable girls must take priority for the vacancies I do have,"
Mrs Prettle said primly.
“If they are so dependable, why are they also out of work?" Lucy countered.
Mrs Prettle smiled coldly.
“You must have something.” Lucy said desperately. “I'll consider anything.”
“Anything?” Mrs Prettle asked casually, toying with her pen.
“Anything.” Lucy noticed the gleam in Mrs Prettle's eyes.
“Within reason, that is,” she added hurriedly.
“Within or without of reason, I should advise you to accept the position I will
send you after. Against my better judgment, I might add. But this is the only vacancy I

have for you.” Mrs Prettle arose and pulled out a drawer in the filing cabinet behind her
desk. She felt quite pleased with herself. This was one way of filling this obstinate
vacancy, already refused by seven of her girls. And Nancy had been really upset when
she had returned from her interview.
“Take it or leave it?” Lucy asked bitterly.
“Not at all.” Mrs Prettle smiled sweetly. “As far as you are concerned, it is purely
a take it situation.” She scribbled down an address and passed the paper to Lucy.
“Valley House, Scarton,” Lucy read. She looked up. “Scarton? Where is that?”
she asked, puzzled.
“A very long way from here.” Mrs Prettle said with satisfaction. She took out a
cash box and counted out a number of pound notes. “Don't worry. expenses are
provided.”
“Along with a map and a compass. I suppose?”
“Yes, it is a rather out of the way place.” Mrs Prettle laughed and looked pleased.
“Now, I'll tell you the train you must catch and the times. And I will warn you again that
there are very few jobs available at the moment.”
“That sounds more like a threat,” Lucy said dispiritedly.
“What must I do in Scarton? Milk cows? Build roads?”
“Nothing so drastic. But Miss Westgate will explain all. Please try not to
antagonize her.”
“I shall be my usual charming self,” Lucy assured her.
“I would much rather you tried to make a favorable impression,” Mrs Prettle said
sweetly.

Scarton Village was reached via a train and bus journey of three hours. The bus
deposited Lucy outside a deserted warehouse that still bore the fading sign proclaiming:
BOBBINS FAMOUS PICKLED HERRINGS.
Lucy stared around the small Square flanked by tiny shops and houses. The
narrow streets leading from the Square were almost deserted, except for a distant figure
hunched against the chill east wind that prowled the cobbled streets and moaned around
the granite blocks of the buildings.
'Perhaps Mr Bobbins pickled the entire village before he left.‘ Lucy thought
fancifully, for the village did indeed have the air of being preserved; captured and held
on a day long ago and existing unchanged and out of place in a modern world.
An old gentleman with fiery red face enhanced by a shock of unruly, snow white
hair ambled up to the bus stop. He peered at the timetable pasted on a telegraph pole,
checked the watch taken from a waistcoat pocket, then shook his white head angrily.
“Missed the dang thing again,” he barked in Lucy's direction. but not necessarily
addressing her. “Banged buses.”
“Is there a taxi?” Lucy asked.
“Taxi? Not at this hour, there ain't. Does be old Joe's dinner-time. And the pub
don't shut 'til three.” He chuckled and started to shuffle off.
“How do I get to Valley House?” Lucy called after him.
“You be young enough to walk, I reckon,” the man answered without turning.
“The road is straight ahead.”
She passed along a street of shops and houses with low doorways and narrow
windows, looking as though they had been Squeezed and compressed by the weight of
time into their present cramped appearance. The road was named Valley Road. 'But that
is no guarantee that it will lead to Valley House.' Lucy thought pessimistically, for she
was expert at losing her bearings.
Some fifteen minutes from the outskirts of the village the road forked, left being
Wood Lane, right the continuing Valley Road. As she took the road to the right, a car

came up behind her from the direction of the village, a taxi. She stopped and watched it
pass. A bright red face under a shock of white hair smiled at her through the rear window
of the taxi. Lucy shook her fist and the old man waved back happily and she laughed at
his perkiness.
The narrow road winding through field and pasture land, was lined by high, thick
hedges; dark, winter green still, although the new buds had started to form. The wind
was stronger now and whined through the hedges and the branches of an occasional tree.
Apart from the red-faced man, she had not seen a living soul. She adjusted the scarf
about her neck and shivered, as much from the feeling of desolation as from the cold,
and increased her pace, impatient to end her journey through this lonely land.
The house appeared on her right through a gap in a high hedge. A short driveway
curved to the red bricked structure. Lucy paused and studied the building. It was not
particularly large. She had expected something more imposing. Valley House was what
she would have expected a country vicarage to look like; certainly old, not very
impressive, but with a Certain quiet dignity, a feeling of gentility. The steps that led up
to the wide front entrance were somehow too grand, a touch of pomposity about an
otherwise fairly modest building.
“You be quite safe. She won't bite you.”
Lucy gasped and turned startled eyes in the direction of the ghostly voice. A
small, Wizened man leant on a garden spade and regarded her with amusement.
“Your nerves don't be of the highest quality, do they?” he observed.
“You gave me such a fright! I didn't see you there.”
He raised his battered, shapeless hat and rubbed the top of a completely bald
head. “I been here so long now that I become part of the scenery,” he said solemnly,
replacing his hat. “In fact, some folks do mistake me for one of those plaster gnomes
folk keep at the bottom of their gardens. That's because I don't dash around so much
these days.” His face remained completely straight, his expression serious.
Lucy laughed. She could well understand someone mistaking him for a garden

gnome. The diminutive man with pointed features and sparkling, playful eyes beneath
the old hat certainly reminded her of an illustration from a child's book of fairy tales.
“You will be here about the job, I take it?” he asked.
Lucy nodded.
“Thought so. You'll be the twelfth victim this past two weeks.” He shook his head
sadly.
“Victim? Steady on,” Lucy protested. “Are you trying to put me off before I even
have my interview?”
“Wouldn't dream of it,” he said airily. “old Miss Westgate can put anyone off far
better'n I.”
“You don't do much for a girl's confidence, do you?”
“I be like a long lost friend compared to her.” He jerked his thumb in the
direction of the house. “Fussy baggage, she is. But it won't matter anyway. not if you be
of the wrong birthday.”
“What on earth does my birthday have to do with anything?” Lucy asked faintly.
“Search me. But it seems it does. You won't get past 'Good afternoon' if you be
born under the wrong star sign.”
“And what is the right star sign?”
“Search me again. Codswallop all of them. if you asks me.” He took out an old
briar pipe and jammed it between his teeth, struck a match on the seat of his trousers and
puffed clouds of smoke into the atmosphere. “I don't like smoking this old thing, but it
help keep the mosquitoes away.” he explained, waving his pipe before him.
“Mosquitoes at this time of year?” Lucy said doubtfully.
“Don't see any, do you?”
“None.”
“There!” he said triumphantly. “I told you this old pipe keeps them away. Place
would be swarming without me here to control the pests.”
“Drive away more than insects, I should imagine.” Lucy observed, wrinkling her

nose as a cloud of pungent smoke drifted around her. “In fact. I think I would prefer
mosquitoes: You force me to take shelter in the house.”
“Good luck.”
“If you are to be believed, I shall need it.”
He grinned after her as she made her way up the driveway.
She pushed the ivory button of the doorbell and admired the sparkling, highly
polished brass surround, but not the actual sound of the bell, which was harsh and
clamorous, demanding attention.
A shadowy figure appeared behind the frosted glass panels of the double doors,
one side of which opened to reveal the inquiring expression of a maid.
Lucy waited in the hall while the girl hurried off to inform her mistress. The
staircase was to her left, rising to the landing that ran across the width of the hall. Along
the landing she could see doors, obviously leading to bedrooms. All the woodwork was
dark, polished wood. The hall, which seemed much too wide and a waste of space in a
house this size, was marble squares of black and white. The whole area was bare of
decoration of any kind; no brass or prints or flowers brightened the rather austere
atmosphere, and yet it did not appear dull, relying on the natural beauty of wood and
stone sparkling spotlessly clean for a decorative effect. Lucy appreciated the effect and
the obvious pride taken in the appearance of the house, but she would still have
preferred a splash of color.
The maid came from the doorway at the foot of the stairs.
“The mistress will see you now,” she murmured and hurried away. Lucy entered
a small ante room that was equipped as an office, crossed this and tapped on the door
that stood ajar.
“Come,” a voice boomed and Lucy entered a most peculiar room. In the center of
the floor stood a huge, solid looking desk. Square and paper littered, it dominated and
seemed to dwarf everything, including the wide gray-stoned fireplace. The walls were
lined with big, brightly colored charts. A bookcase practically groaned beneath the

weight of books jammed into and onto it. Two low, deep armchairs were situated either
side of the fireplace. Everything in the room seemed large and heavy and substantial,
including Miss Westgate. A Well built lady in her middle years, not one short gray hair
out of place and her bulk encased in a full tweed suit of undistinguished heather hue.
“Lucy Chapel, is that right?” Agatha Westgate regarded her with bright,
perceptive eyes. “Mmm. Bit of a wishy-washy sort of name, Lucy. Do you like it?” she
asked keenly.
“It's the only name I have,” Lucy replied, slightly nettled, “and I find it serves its
purpose.”
“Suppose it does, yes. Not your fault, of course. You didn't choose it. eh? I like a
name with a bit more character, one you can get your teeth into. Good old fashioned
names are best: Agnes, Tabitha, Henrietta, Juliana. I've always liked Juliana.” She
repeated the name in a forceful, booming voice that echoed around the room.
“See what I mean? You couldn't get the same effect with Lucy. Tell you what,”
Miss Westgate's face brightened with sudden inspiration, "I will choose a suitable name
for you, a good name with lots of beef to it. How would that suit you?”
Lucy felt slightly confused. What was this all about? She was here for a job, not
to be rechristened.
“Well? Speak up, girl, do you or don't you?” Miss Westgate asked impatiently.
Lucy looked at her boldly. “It's very kind of you to offer, Miss Westgate, but I
could not agree to accept unless you allowed me to choose a suitable name for you,” she
said with a quizzical smile.
“Rubbish! Agatha is not a name to be tampered with. Or replaced.” She jammed
her hands into the pockets of her jacket and stared down at the girl before her. Suddenly
she chuckled; a deep, rich sound. “There's no telling what impudent tag you might fix to
me. But I take your point, my girl. As long as you are content with a silly name; Lucy it
shall be. Though only you and heaven knows why. Golden opportunity wasted.”
She stalked across to the fireplace and reached for an ornate cigar box, from

which she took a slim cigar. She offered one to Lucy, who shook her head firmly and
shuddered at the very thought of smoking one of the evil looking things.
“Don't approve, do you?” Agatha barked.
“No.”
“Neither does anyone else,” Agatha chuckled, lighting the cigar with a slim,
golden lighter.
“It will be one of your duties to ensure that I don't smoke too many.”
“Why?” Lucy asked.
“Because the damn things make me cough.” Agatha demonstrated the effect of
the cigars by immediately breaking into grasping cough.
“Why do you smoke them?” Lucy asked logically.
“Because I want to, I like to, and cigarettes are bad for my health. The world
would be a happier place without those scientists poking their noses into our pleasures
and telling us, graphically, how harmful everything is. Can't enjoy anything these days.
What date is your birthday?”
“June twelfth.”
“Good enough. Now, any questions?”
“About what?” Lucy asked, undecided as to whether they were discussing
scientists smoking cigarettes. Miss Westgate's cough, or whatever.
“Miss Chapel, you could show some interest in the position that you will soon be
taking in this household.” Agatha said heavily.
“But you haven't asked.....”
“References? Experience? Qualifications?” Agatha Waved her cigar impatiently
in the air, scattering ash onto the faded blue carpet. “Fiddlestickst I have wasted enough
time interviewing silly girls these last few days. If you want the job, it's yours. Yes or
no?”
“Well, yes. I think.” Lucy said uncertainly.
Agatha sighed and puffed furiously on her cigar.

“That is, yes,” Lucy said firmly.
“I hope you work faster than you take decisions.”
“I know nothing about you, or the work involved,” Lucy said defensively.
“I know nothing about you.” Agatha countered, "except that your name is Lucy!
But I still made a decision. I think that we will get along fine together, although I must
warn you that I'm not always so agreeable.”
Lucy wondered what Agatha Westgate's definition of disagreeable was. She
watched the older woman as she flicked ash into the fireplace. Agatha stared solemnly
back at her. There was, Lucy thought, a suspicion of amusement in the corners of Miss
Westgate's eyes. And she found herself smiling friendlily.
“Well, Miss Chapel, when can you start?" Agatha asked.
“Whenever you want me to.”
“Tomorrow,” Agatha said promptly.
“Tomorrow? But I have things to do. I have to settle….”
“Then, much as I know it pains you, I'm afraid that you will have to make
another decision and decide when you can join us here,” Miss Westgate said heavily.
Lucy thought quickly. Today was Thursday. In spite of her protestations she did
not have that much to see to before she would be able to move, a day would be plenty of
time. But she felt the need for a breathing space. she felt slightly overwhelmed by the
house and its owner, the suddenness of the change in her life. She needed a few days to
herself to get used to the idea of living and working here.
“I should be ready to join you by Monday," she informed Agatha‘Westgate.
"Splendid! I was afraid you might start mumbling about the need to give a
months notice or some other such nonsense. But Monday will be fine. Now, if you are
arriving by train, and I presume you will be, noticing the absence of a car in the drive,
then I am afraid I will be unable to meet you at the station. But you found your way here
today. I daresay you will be capable of doing so again. No motor car, you see. Just didn't

want you to think that we were not concerned about your arrival. If there is nothing
further. I will let you hurry off and attend to your business.”
“You haven't mentioned what my duties will be.” Lucy prompted.
“Varied. As a matter of fact, you will mostly be concerned with running the
household, with a certain amount of typing and filing now and again. But it is most
important that I have the time to continue my work and it will be your job to ensure that
I am disturbed as little as possible.”
“And the salary?”
“Adequate,” Agatha said promptly. “I will draw up a contract and we can haggle
over it on Monday.”
She took Lucy's arm and gently but firmly guided her towards the door.
“Until Monday, then. I must say, I am looking forward to working together. Have
a safe journey home. I don't want to start that tiresome interviewing all over again, so do
be careful.”
And Lucy found herself making the long walk back to the station and wondering
just what she had let herself in for.

Chapter Two
Monday came. There was no one for Lucy to say goodbye to. She struggled the
two suitcases containing her possessions downstairs to the hall and waited for the taxi to
arrive, Mrs Sweeney, her hair permanently tangled in pink plastic curlers, popped her
suspicious landlady face around the door of her ground floor flat. She had taken the
news of departure, and most of the last of Lucy's precious few pound notes, with a
disinterested sniff of her long, sharp nose. Now, she scurried up the stairs to inspect the
room before her tenant departed out of reach of any possible claim for compensation.
Lucy watched with a feeling of distaste as the woman hurried out of sight. It did
not matter to Mrs Sweeney who occupied her miserable little room, as long as they paid
the exorbitant rent promptly and adhered firmly to the over-strict house rules, one person
was the same as the next. Lucy had occupied the room for three months. and in a week
Mrs Sweeney would have totally forgotten her face and name. Lucy felt depressed by
the house and its occupants. Her stay there had been short and not so sweet and it was
with a feeling of relief that she opened the door to the taxi- driver sounding his horn as a
signal for his arrival.
She had never really settled anywhere. Lucy thought about that on the train
journey to Scarton and wondered about the reason. Of course. her being unemployed on
this occasion was not of her choosing. She thought she might have been happy with the
courteous Mr Webster and his quaint ways in his funny little office. It was one job that
she had been genuinely sorry to lose.
But wasn't that the way with everything? she thought with a sigh. Just when you
were into something good. Fate with its big, flat feet, would wander clumsily into your
life. trampling all over your plans and seedling dreams and reducing everything to
confusion yet again. Jobs and flats and men, nothing was safe.
And what of Agatha Westgate? Lucy pursed her lips thoughtfully, unaware of the
startled glance she received from her one fellow passenger in the compartment, who was

under the impression that she had suddenly pulled a face at him. Miss Westgate was.....?
Lucy was not sure. Agatha was not a person who would fit easily into any known
category. She was bright and busy, domineering and brusque to the point of rudeness.
But there was an underlying vein of warmth. Lucy thought Agatha Westgate's friendship
would not be given easily, but once won it would be enduring, 'And if we don't become
friends, then heaven help me. My life will not be worth living,’ Lucy decided.
She arrived on the steps of Valley House just after noon. The driver hauled her
suitcases from his ramshackle cab and deposited them at the foot of the steps.
“You dare, Joe Wentwick,” a voice boomed threateningly. Agatha Westgate stood
atop the steps, hands on hips, and glared down at the unfortunate man.
“I can manage, Miss Westgate,” Lucy called, as she paid the taxi fare.
“I dare say you can. But you won't! Not while there is a gentleman to assist you,”
Agatha said loudly, laying particular emphasis on the word ’gentleman'.
With a scowl, the driver picked up the suitcases and hauled them ungraciously
up the steps.
“This don't be part of my duties.” Joe Wentwick grumbled when he reached
Agatha. “I don't be paid for a doin' this.”
“Save your breath, man, you will need it for the remainder of your journey.
Upstairs with you. Mary will show you the way,” Agatha said briskly, motioning
forward a small, dark-haired and pretty girl who was tugging nervously on the white
apron she wore. Mary hurried up the stairs and Joe Wentwick reluctantly followed, bad
temperedly bumping the suitcases as he did so.
“And you will pay for any damage you cause,” Agatha called after him. She
turned to Lucy, who was standing in the hallway.
“You must learn to be firm when dealing with trades people, especially the
unwilling ones. And I find most of them fall into that category. Now, to the study." And
she marched quickly into that room. Lucy followed and took the sheet of paper that
Agatha Westgate thrust toward her. “Contract I promised you.”

Lucy Swiftly scrutinized the paper.
“All in order and perfectly legal. I assure you. Solicitor friend of mine drew it up.
Note the salary. Adequate?”
Lucy looked. Generous rather than adequate, and she nodded.
“Good. good. We can review the situation in six months, all being well. That is
that out of the Way. Now to introduce you to the rest of the staff.” Agatha strode out of
the study and across the hall, with Lucy in tow. Joe Wentwick was just leaving. He
scowled at Agatha as she passed. She ignored him. Or appeared to. But as he Opened the
door, she boomed: “Slam that door at your peril. Joe Wentwick.”
He did not. But there was a startled look on his face, as though he had intended
to.
“And this is Martha. Mrs Lorring. Martha has been with me simply ages. Place
would fall down without her,” Agatha said. They were standing in the kitchen. Martha
was gray-haired and fifty, a warm smile on her plump, red-cheeked face.
“Welcome, Miss Lucy,” she said cheerfully, wiping her hands on her spotlessly
clean white apron. She spread her arms to indicate the large, stone floored kitchen, a
scrubbed, whitewood table occupying the center of the floor. Along the walls hung
various cooking utensils. Lucy‘s attention was caught by the row of gleaming copperbottomed pots that stretched the length of one full wall and reflected images like copper
mirrors.
“This is my domain, Miss Lucy. A place of refuge, it is. for those who can take
no more of being upstairs. Feel free to visit whenever your nerves do be jangling. And
they often will,” she warned, with a sidelong glance at Agatha.
Agatha's booming laughter echoed around the kitchen.
“And it is also my refuge from incompetent workers. In fact, on a really bad day,
we might all find ourselves down here, huddled over cups of Martha's excellent coffee
and bemoaning our fates together.”
“Bless us: You all be welcome, but not altogether,” Martha laughed. “That would

be too much for a body to bear. One at a time, if you please, else I'll never get my work
done. And if you want your lunch to be ready before teatime, I'll have to ask you to
excuse me.”
Martha hustled away to prepare lunch and Agatha led the way upstairs to Lucy's
room. The maid was waiting outside and was introduced to Lucy as one Mary Felale,
who stared at Lucy with anxious eyes.
“I have not unpacked your things, Miss.” Mary said, in a voice so low it was
almost a whisper. “There are people who would not thank you for touching their things.
But I shall unpack if you want me to.”
“Thank you, no,” Lucy smiled. “I shall unpack later.”
“Very good, Miss. Will there be anything further, Ma'am?” Mary asked Agatha,
who shook her head.
“No. Off you go, Mary.”
Mary's departure reminded Lucy of a shy, woodland creature bolting from some
dangerous situation.
“And now there is only one member of the household left for you to meet,”
Agatha said. “I have no doubt she will appear around lunchtime; Until then, I will leave
you to inspect your room. Lunch in my study in thirty minutes,” Agatha Went
downstairs.
The room was nothing out of the ordinary. The white painted woodwork and the
cornflowered wallpaper had given good service. Lucy observed, as she glanced around
her. As had the furniture: a large, cumbersome wardrobe, a dressing table with plenty of
drawers, and an armchair that looked big enough and comfortable enough to make her
feel like a little girl again. It was a splendid chair, ideal for a quiet evening with a good
book. Lucy noted with approval the radiator beneath the window.
Although the room and its contents might have seen better days, everything and
everywhere was spotlessly clean and bright. Rather homely, Lucy decided. She began to
unpack her suitcases.

"I could be happy here,” she remarked to her reflection in the dressing-table
mirror. Her reflection grinned back at her. “At least you can try,” her reflection said.
“And if you are not happy, well, it's a nice Place to be for the summer and six months
will soon pass by.”

“Ah, here's lunch now,” Agatha remarked, as Mary opened the study door and
pushed a trolley into the room, “and look who is following her. I told you she would
show herself at lunchtime. Come here, Tabitha, old girl.” Agatha called to a huge cat that
padded in behind Mary. The marmalade colored creature fixed unblinking green eyes
upon Lucy, who stared back with curiosity. She was neither a cat lover or hater, being of
the opinion that some were good and some were horrors. She would reserve her
judgment of Tabitha until she knew the animal better. Tabitha, for her part, obviously
decided that the newcomer was comparatively uninteresting and glided disdainfully to
her mistress' side.
“Don't you dare jump up at me, beast,” Agatha ordered. “I've no wish to wash my
hands again. If you want something to eat, take yourself off to Martha.”
Almost as if it had understood what Agatha had said, the cat turned and
Wandered out of the room.
Mary uncovered the plates on the trolley and scurried away in her customary
manner.
Agatha noticed the question in Lucy's eyes. “You will have to forgive Mary. You
will soon get used to her ways.”
“She always seems to be fleeing away from something,” Lucy laughed.
“She is. The silly girl is petrified of me.” Agatha sighed. “Although, goodness
knows, I try my best not to alarm her. I try so hard and with so little effect that she
irritates me and then I snap at the poor girl and make everything worse than before.”
“Why should she be afraid of you?” Lucy asked. “Surely she has worked here
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